The Ideal Strand Floor For Any Climate

Why Muse Strand?
Muse Strand from USFloors is the ideal strand bamboo floor
for homes located in a wide range of climates. From the dry
climates of the Southwest to the high humidity of the deep south

• stable engineered construction
• easy glueless locking installation

and coastal areas, and all points in between, Muse Strand

• up to 2x harder than oak

has been engineered to perform. Muse Strand is THE worry-

• sustainable and rapidly renewable

free strand bamboo floor. The engineered locking construction
provides superior dimensional stability to ensure a beautiful
floor for years to come.
But the style and design of Muse Strand is front and center,

• GREENGUARD GOLD Certified for
Indoor Air Quality
• Lifetime Residential Wear Warranty

setting the standard for others to follow. Muse Strand’s cutting

• Lifetime Structure Warranty

edge design cues feature distressed and chiseled surfaces,

• 15 Year Heavy Commercial Warranty

hand sculpted scraping, and wire brushed enhanced grains.
Fashion forward stains and washes evoke a sense of artistry
and inspiration. 5½" planks add a tailored sophistication to your
design, or choose a 2½" strip for a retro trip down memory lane.

Natural|BAMBOO™ floors from USFloors are the first bamboo floors to be certified as GREENGUARD GOLD for Indoor
Air Quality. GREENGUARD GOLD's certification program's minimum requirements comply with the State of California's
Department of Health Services Standard Practice (CA Section 01350) for testing chemical emissions from building
products used in schools, offices, and other sensitive areas.
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Frosted Pearl

Obsidian

609LMS01
5 ½" x 72" x ½"
Brushed & Stained

609LMS02
5 ½" x 72" x ½"
Brushed & Stained
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Aged Cordovan
609LMS03
5 ½" x 72" x ½"
Brushed, Stained, & Black Washed
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Brushed Amber
609LMS04
5 ½" x 72" x ½"
Brushed & Black Washed
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Handscraped Oyster
609LMS05
5 ½" x 72" x ½"
Sculpted, Brushed, Chiseled, & Stained
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Misty Mountain
609LMS06
5 ½" x 72" x ½"
Brushed, Stained, & Black Washed
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Sable
609LMS07
5 ½" x 72" x ½"
Brushed, Chiseled, & Stained
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Chicory
609LMS08
5 ½" x 72" x ½"
Brushed & Stained
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Tavern Strip
609LMS201
2 ½" x 72" x ½"
Brushed, Stained, & Black Washed
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Bungalow Strip
609LMS202
2 ½" x 72" x ½"
Sculpted, Chiseled, Stained, & Black Washed
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Moldings

The Strand Advantage
Muse Strand floors are specified with our Moso6® Premium 6 year Mature Moso Bamboo to ensure optimum performance.

Muse Strand moldings

Quarter Round

are precision milled from

Designed to cover the expansion gap
between your Natural|BAMBOO™
floor and the wall.

durable, eco-friendly Moso
bamboo and hand-stained
to coordinate with your
Natural|BAMBOO™ floor for the

T-Molding

Used between your Natural|BAMBOO™
floor and another hard surface floor
of similar height. Also used to cover
expansion gaps in floors spanning
30’ or greater.

Moso bamboo is only suitable for flooring once it reaches 5 ½ - 6 years of maturity. Unlike bamboo floors made
with immature bamboo, floors made with Moso6® have the hardness and durability that you expect in a bamboo
floor. Natural|BAMBOO™ floors made with Moso6® provide the perfect balance between environmental responsibility,
trendsetting style, and superior durability.

perfect finishing touch.

Endura AR® Advanced Generation Floor Protection
Baby Threshold

Overlap Reducer

Stair Nose

All Natural|BAMBOO™ floors, including Muse Strand, are protected by our proprietary Endura AR® UV-cured finish.

Most often used in doorways
as a transition between your
Natural|BAMBOO™ floor and
a carpeted room.

A floating floor reducer used to cover
the gap in doorways between your
Natural|BAMBOO™ floor and a hard
surface floor of lesser thickness.

A floating floor stair nose to finish
edges of stairs and landings.

Endura AR® ensures lasting protection from everyday wear and use and provides superior cleanability for easy, hasslefree maintenance. Visit usfloorsllc.com for detailed maintenance guidelines.

LEED Credits

Natural|BAMBOO™ floors with Endura AR® contribute to satisfying LEED Credits for:
• MR Credit Rapidly Renewable Material
• EQ Credit Low Emitting - Flooring

Bungalow Strip • 609LMS202

5 ½" x 72" x ½" • 22.62 Sq. Ft./Carton
4-Sided Micro Bevel

Tavern Strip • 609LMS201

Chicory • 609LMS08

Sable • 609LMS07

Misty Mountain • 609LMS06

Handscraped Oyster • 609LMS05

Brushed Amber • 609LMS04

Aged Cordovan • 609LMS03

Obsidian • 609LMS02

Frosted Pearl • 609LMS01

Muse Strand Plank
Muse Strand Strip

2 ½" x 72" x ½" • 23.29 Sq. Ft./Carton
4-Sided Micro Bevel

USFloors is the nation's leading supplier of traditional
and strand woven bamboo flooring. Our unmatched
selection of Natural|BAMBOO™ floors allows you to select
an environmentally-friendly and innovative bamboo floor
that meets any of your design or budget criteria.

Nestled in the foothills of the Appalachian mountains, USFloors is an import
manufacturer of unique and sustainable floors located in the United States.
Founded in May 2001, USFloors features state-of-the-art finishing and profiling
lines for flooring and moldings. USFloors manufacturing facility is the first
manufacturing facility in Georgia utilizing solar photovoltaic panels, installed
on its roof, to generate over ½ Megawatt of clean, renewable energy. USFloors
manufactures a wide assortment of bamboo, cork, distinctive hardwood, and LVT
products. USFloors is a member of the U.S. Green Building Council.
Visit usfloorsllc.com for complete installation, maintenance, and warranty details.

www.usfloorsllc.com

